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U.S. federal agencies are now required to review the potential impacts of climate change on their assets and missions. Similar arrangements are also in place in the United Kingdom under reporting powers for key infrastructure providers (http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatesectors/reporting-authorities/reporting-authorities-reports/). These requirements reflect growing concern about climate resilience and the management of long-lived assets.

At one level, analyzing climate risks is a matter of due diligence, given mounting scientific evidence. However, there is no consensus about the means for doing so nor about whether climate models are even fit for the purpose; in addition, several important issues are often overlooked when incorporating climate information into adaptation decisions. An alternative to the scenario-led strategy, such as an approach based on a vulnerability analysis (“stress test”), may identify practical options for resource managers.

General Circulation Model–Based Predictions and Their Limitations

Many climate change predictions are based on ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (GCMs). For instance, Mote et al. [2011] describe means of extracting climate change projections from these models and outline a number of concerns, including meeting the needs of end users. As with previous discussions of climate projections, the emphasis is more on the supply than on the demand for information. However, stakeholders often ask, “What climate information do we really need, and how should it be prepared?”

The scientific community has much to say about the latter, but some researchers are beginning to recognize that more effort should be spent identifying what information is needed, given the particulars of the impact system in question. This would then inform how best to prepare climate risk information. For example, from a planning perspective, it is helpful to know what climate risks might reduce benefits or raise costs of a project such as new water infrastructure. For decision making, what are the climate risks that would affect the choice between alternative options? For risk assessment, what individual, sequential, or concurrent climate extremes pose the greatest threat? GCM-based climate projections are not needed to answer these types of questions.

The recognized limitations of GCMs, including the lack of credibility on extremes, imply that GCM-based projections may have difficulty providing the information decision makers typically look for or even adding value to a risk analysis [Kundzewicz and Stakhiv, 2010; Mote et al., 2011; Pielke and Wilby, 2012]. One problem is the tendency for some stakeholders to perceive and treat projections as forecasts. Indeed, it is difficult to communicate exactly what climate projections mean from a decision standpoint—they simulate what might happen under some conditions but do not preclude other outcomes. In fact, climate analysts are often reluctant to say that one future is more or less likely than others.

In other disciplines such as decision analysis, scenarios are constructed to help decision makers explore the range of uncertainty in the key variables that affect their system or decision. However, climate change projections from GCMs are ill formed for doing so because of incomplete process representation, parameterization, and small effective sample sizes of models. As a result, the possible range of climate changes might not be fully explored if an analysis relies exclusively on climate projections. Instead, climate model projections scope a “minimum range of irreducible uncertainty” [Stainforth et al., 2007]. In other words, the range of projections represents some of the uncertainty in the possible range of future climate but not the full range of possible climate changes. Changes beyond what current models project are possible. The model range represents a partial sampling, not an

Fig. 1. Variability statistics of bias-corrected, statistically downscaled historical general circulation model (GCM) 30-year simulations (triangles) and resampled historical 30-year streamflow (circles). The actual historical value is indicated by the red dot. The climate model simulations show underestimation of the variability statistics relative to the observed values and resampled historical data. Historical data is from Maurer et al. [2002]. Climate projection is from Maurer et al. [2007], available at the Bias Corrected and Downscaled WCRP CMIP3 Climate Projections archive at http://gdo-dcp.ucar.edu/downscaled_cmip3_projections.
exhaustive exploration of climate change. So if a decision maker wants to conduct a formal scenario analysis, restricting the analysis to this minimum range of uncertainty could result in a lack of consideration of possible climate outcomes.

Multimodel experiments such as the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3), ENSEMBLES, Climateprediction.net, and others have helped to characterize aspects of climate uncertainty but not necessarily for those variables of greatest relevance to natural resource managers, such as variability statistics. Other climate modelers assert that the spread of uncertainty may be reduced by adjusting known model biases in simulating present climate [Boberg and Christensen, 2012]. Some researchers are beginning to think that it is better to generate climate scenarios in such a way that one can control, by design, the range of climate changes in the specific variables of interest [e.g., Prudhomme et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2011].

As an example of the drawbacks of GCM-based analyses, Figure 1 shows statistics of variability (standard deviation and autocorrelation) of annual streamflow for a region of the northeast United States based on a widely used, bias-corrected and statistically downscaled source of GCM projections [Maurer et al., 2007]. These two variables are critical to the reliability of water supply systems, especially those with overyear storage. The downscaled GCMs underestimate both the standard deviation and autocorrelation when compared with observations. It is reasonable to assume that projections of future climate from these GCMs would be biased in the same way despite an expectation for climate variability to increase [see, e.g., Kundzewicz et al., 2007]. If GCM projections alone were used to assess risks to such a water supply system, the range of outcomes would no doubt be wider but nonetheless underestimated in this case, though the use of techniques that blend historical variability with projections may better evaluate variability [Salas et al., 2012]. In addition, in risk assessments the choice of downscaling technique(s) would be tailored to meet assessment requirements and would be a further source of uncertainty [Wilby et al., 2009].

**Alternatives to GCM-Based Analyses**

Given these concerns, climate risk analysis in a decision-making context should consider analyses other than climate projections. However, continued development of Earth system models is a valuable endeavor that leads to improved process understanding of regional climate variability and change. In some cases, a vulnerability analysis, or stress test, may provide greater insight. Like a sensitivity analysis, a vulnerability analysis provides information on how much a system of interest would respond (how sensitive it is) to changes in climate. Once risks are identified, model projections can be used to assess the plausibility, likelihood, or ranking of climate threats and opportunities based on the latest scientific evidence.

Climate scenarios can be generated parametrically or stochastically to explore uncertainty in climate variables that affect the system of interest [Prudhomme et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2011]. This allows sampling changes in climate that include but are not constrained by the range of GCM projections. The definition of scenarios can be developed as part of a stakeholder-driven, negotiated process, and climate projections can be used in this process [Hallegatte et al., 2012]. Alternatively, a very wide range of climate alterations can be developed independent of their plausibility and used to identify risks. For scenarios in which the climate consequences exceed coping thresholds, it is then fruitful to evaluate the plausibility of the scenarios. Climate projections, paleo-climate reconstructions, and subjective climate knowledge could all inform such discussions.

Hydrologists and engineers are developing methods based on sensitivity analysis that shift attention back on the water system of interest and use GCM projections to inform, rather than drive, the analysis. These include “scenario neutral” approaches and “decision scaling,” which uses decision analysis as a framework for incorporating climate information including GCM projections [Prudhomme et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2012]. These approaches might be termed “bottom-up meets top-down,” as they focus first on the issues of concern and then on how climate information might add value to the analysis. The basic steps in these methods are to (1) identify the problem, including defining objectives and performance measures; (2) use a stress test to identify the hazard and evaluate the performance of the system under a wide range of nonclimatic and climate variability and change; and (3) evaluate the risk using climate information including model projections.

The example in Figure 2 shows what combinations of change in mean and variability lead to an unacceptable decrease in water supply reliability (where reliability is measured as the frequency with which supplies are sufficient to meet water demanded) based on the water supply system serving a metropolitan area in Massachussetts. For instance, a 10% reduction in the annual mean and more than 10% increase in variability reduce reliability of supplies to 90%. Under historic climate these conditions occur less than 1% of the time. GCM projections can be mapped onto the same surface. Their clustering can be interpreted as the likelihood that these conditions will occur on the basis of the latest understanding and representation of the Earth system. Under climate change scenarios a system reliability of 90% is achieved in 85% of cases.

An additional advantage of sensitivity approaches is that they may preclude the need for an expensive climate impact assessment and associated opportunity costs (i.e., time and money). For example, if a stress test is performed and no risks to operations emerge over a wide range of plausible climates, then a decision maker will have assessed climate risk, found little or none, and satisfied the review requirements without the large effort involved in typical GCM-led end-to-end uncertainty analysis. For instance, for many water systems, climate pressures may not be significant relative to other considerations, especially when economic discount rates in cost benefit analysis diminish the importance of the distant future [Stakhiv, 2011].
Furthermore, sensitivity approaches have the benefit that the analysis can be instantly updated as new information becomes available [Prudhomme et al., 2010], such as when CMIP5 projections are released. The climate response surface is unlikely to have changed (unless the physical asset or management regime has also changed), so new projections, whatever the source, can be used to quickly update the “cloud” of estimated impacts.

Sensitivity testing can be performed for multiple variables, but visualizing more than two or three axes at a time can be challenging. In those cases, stakeholders can be consulted about the choice of appropriate metrics and stress axes when presenting study results. While the methods described in this feature cannot reduce the uncertainty associated with climate change, they do attempt to clarify the effect of the uncertainty on the decisions in question.

None of the benefits of this approach can be accomplished without continued scientific effort and development of climate models. Indeed, climate projections can be vital input for designing the stress test and management system under a wide range of climatic scenarios, the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI), and the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP) Working Group on Coupled Modeling (WGCM) for its roles in making available the WCRP CMIP3 multimodel data set. Support of this data set is provided by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Science.
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